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Interview of  Jürgen Cain Külbel

A former criminal investigator of the GDR, who became a journalist after the reunification of
Germany, Jürgen Cain Külbel is the author of a counter-investigation on the assassination of
former  Lebanese  prime  minister  Rafik  Hariri,  who  the  Voltaire  Network  presented  to  the
Arab public during a widely covered conference in Damascus, May 7, 2006. In this interview,
he discusses the political role of the UN Commission and the unexploited leads pointing to
Israeli responsibility.

Assasination of Rafik Hariri, Beirut, February 14th, 2005

Silvia Cattori:  As an independent journalist working alone, it was quite an undertaking to
investigate the assassination of Lebanese former Prime Minister Rafik Hariri while there was
an investigation commission which was given enormous investigative means?

Jürgen Cain Külbel: What use are a set of highly qualified investigators, almost inexhaustible
logistical, forensic and other means supporting the examination, if in the examination of the
crime,  all  the  usual  principles  of  an  investigation  are  deliberately  broken?  During  the
investigation  of  a  criminal  offense  by  unknown  parties,  the  investigators  usually  follow
various  scenarios  in  order  to  find  the  leads  that  will  enable  them  to  uncover  the
perpetrators.  In  the Hariri  case,  there should have been multiple  parallel  directions of
investigation,  from  the  start:  Mossad,  CIA,  business  partners  [of  Rafik  Hariri]  and  exiled
Lebanese. That never happened. So I was following and pursuing one of those “neglected”,
and in my opinion important, paths in particular and did some investigation. That’s how my
first work about the Hariri murder began.

Silvia Cattori: How did you come to the decision to tackle such a big subject?

Jürgen Cain Külbel: Let me be frank: Right after the murder I had a bad gut feeling that it
was less an investigative setback than that the UN investigators were — and continue to —
vehemently  follow only the Syrian lead,  but  above all  I  had the feeling that  it  was a
premeditated and criminal  act,  just  like the intentional  and criminal  and,  as  of  today,
unpunished act of faking and fabricating “proof” by the Americans and their lackeys – white
collar criminals on the highest political level – that legitimized the international attack on
Iraq – contrary to international law – in the spring of 2003. In both cases it is my opinion that
they were initial deceptions by perpetrators who, although they pretend to represent the
United Nations and to be modern harbingers of democracy, while, however, in truth, they
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only want to be would-be enslavers of our globe or are working towards this goal. To finally
answer  your  question  about  the  Hariri  case:  The  commission  “with  the  enormous
investigative means” seemed to me to be the means of deception, to perpetrate a fraud in
the specific case of Hariri as well. It’s like a crime inside the criminal investigation. And that
is what still makes hair on my neck stand up.

Silvia Cattori: Did you carry out your inquiry on the spot?

Jürgen Cain KülbelJürgen Cain Külbel: Yes, but I will discuss that in another book [1]. Let me
make a remark about the material evidence the UN commission collected. Now the question
arises whether the forensic element (still)  has any value at all.  What happened to this
material during the July war in Lebanon? What did the Belgian Serge Brammertz take with
him to  Cyprus  two days  after  outbreak  of  hostilities,  when he  fled from Israeli  bombs?  So
many hands could have easily compromised it during the bombardment. Nothing of this can
be reconstructed any more – it is not serious.

It  is  also  unforgivable  to  forget  the  liaison  between  the  impudent  John  Bolton,  U.S.
ambassador at the United Nations, and Serge Brammertz! Bolton, who once wanted the
clone of Mr. Mehlis as his successor, and got it in Brammertz, has been up to now extremely
pleased with the performance of the Belgian. The alarm bells should ring here because
Bolton, one of the most important war criminals living, is someone who played a major role
in faking the evidence for the Iraq war.

In addition, as can be read in all the reports produced so far, the UN commission couldn’t
offer  anything  that  would  be  useful  in  convicting  the  perpetrators.  Mr.  Mehlis  failed
miserably last year because he ignored clear warnings and, supported by the US and the
United Nations,  thought  he could somehow force Damascus to  its  knees for  the benefit  of
Bush and his cohorts. His “work”, one thinks of the rather strange examinations of the
witnesses,  should  only  find  its  place  on  top  of  the  garbage  heap  of  criminology  or  as  a
teaching example in seminars of prospective lawyers or criminologists of what not to do.

Silvia Cattori: On the main points, what conclusions did you reach, and on which points do
your conclusions contradict those of Mr Mehlis?

Jürgen Cain Külbel: Generally, my conclusions have nothing in common with the ones of Mr.
Mehlis.  It  is  a pity that my book The Hariri  Murder Case [2] hasn’t  been published in
languages other than German and Arabic because this question just keeps popping up. I
also never intended to refute the two reports of Mr. Mehlis with my work. Rather I intended
to prove the absurdity of the investigations of the UN commission, which – in terms of
criminological  strategy – lead into a cul  de sac,  only by proving that there is  another
important lead that needs to be investigated using all possible means. It is usually out of the
question for honorably working investigators to simply and completely ignore such leads as I
have followed. But because of this ignorance, one can recognize that the UN commission
work is very one-sided, biased so to say. Under normal circumstances, this is poison for an
objective  criminal  investigation;  however,  it  is  the  elixir  of  life  for  devoted  “Chief-
Investigators” who are only working to satisfy the political interests of their employers.
However, that is something that all  the Gentlemen concerned –obviously all  dead fish that
swim in the stream while keeping their  mouths shut– servants of the system, have to
address to their own consciences, as far as such exists.

Once again I demand the interrogation Richard Pearle or Daniel Pipes, a man who would (at
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least  here  in  Germany  under  different  circumstances)  already  be  serving  a  sentence  for
running a hate campaign, or Abdelnour or Najjar or Kahl or the others who are mentioned in
my book and who have skeletons in the closet, who had Hariri on the assassination list, who
demanded a coup in Lebanon etc. They had already planned violence theoretically anyway;
some had already killed Hariri with words or had put him in the cross hairs. Why it is that
none  of  those  daring,  self-sacrificing  Hero  Chief  Investigators,  working  in  Lebanon  under
constant life-threatening conditions, have never even attempted to question any of those
characters? At this point, the commission becomes a laughing stock because it prostituted
oneself indirectly, whether it wanted to or not.

The respectable media landscape needs to put pressure on the UN commission. I am not
talking about details, leads or the content of the interrogations. It is about questioning the
objectivity of the investigation that is compromised as the commissioners intentionally close
their eyes to important leads. Those responsible, including your President Chirac, can spit
beautiful verbal husks as much as they want.

Silvia Cattori: Did you reach the conclusion that Syria was not behind Hariri’s assassination,
as Mr Bush asserted?

Jürgen Cain Külbel:  Bush’s cohorts knew exactly what they started when they let their
Fuehrer in Washington say – over the still warm corpse of Hariri – which the string-pullers of
the crime sat in Damascus.  The echo came instantly and was Druze’s and anti-Syrian
Lebanese. The song that the first commissioner, the Irishman Peter Fitzgerald, then started
in March 2005, about the sloppiness of the Lebanese authorities safeguarding the crime
scene and the crime examination, was calculated and of an arrogant colonial style. The
entire world knew that the Lebanese police, their secret services, lack -compared with our
standards- specialized experts, technical equipment, forensic examination methods; as well
as the logistics, they also lacked the criminal tactical know-how of how to handle such
colossal capital crimes. How could they? Those responsible on the Potomac and in the
intelligence services, which had cooked up the assassination of Hariri, precisely calculated
that if  the Lebanese led the first investigation, that in such a case it was one hundred per
cent certain that such carelessness would happen. By the way, those kinds of mistakes and
sloppiness are no rarity in criminal police investigations worldwide. And in this particular
case, the assassination of Hariri, the “mistakes and sloppiness” where supposed to be used
as a pretext to direct initial suspicions towards a Lebanese-Syrian conspiracy.

The  fiction  was  first  fed  by  the  Middle  East  correspondent  Robert  Fisk,  who  drew  an
incorrect picture even before the publication of the Fitzgerald report in the British daily The
Independent,  affirming that  the investigators  were convinced that  proof  has been covered
up  “in  the  highest  ranks”  of  the  secret  services,  and  that  the  UN  report  will  be
“devastating”. Fisk didn’t mention any sources, but nevertheless he predicted that U.S.
president George W. Bush would soon declare that “Syrian and perhaps Lebanese officers of
the army secret service” have been involved in the murder. At that time, the White House
denied it, which however should be seen as hypocrisy.

Silvia Cattori: But what were the objectives of those who killed Mr Hariri?

Jürgen Cain Külbel: A ghost roams this blue marble. Within the global restoration of the
relations  that  previously  existed  –  before  this  world  was  divided  into  communist  and
capitalist camps – and propelled by the geo-strategic and economic interests of capital, the
exponents of the western forms of power, mistakenly described as democracies, are now
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reaching  for  the  cheap version  of  the  coup d’état,  the  “democratic  revolution”,  when
bringing down unfavorable governments.

In 2003 when the emperors from the other side of the Atlantic started the war against Iraq
together with their Anglo-Saxon paladins, the war criminals soon noticed that they had
overstretched themselves:  Iraq’s  pacification didn’t  happen,  the domino effect  to  liquidate
pan-Arabism by toppling other autocracies and dictatorships alongside, which would have
led  to  the  balkanization  of  an  Arabia  that  would  have  been  more  easily  controllable,
exploitable, and would then have permitted Israel to have hegemony, didn’t happen as well.

Exasperated the younger Bush reached into the political hamster box of potential cadre and
dragged out the ice cold Afro-American Condoleeza Rice, making her the Secretary of State.
Since then Rice supports and finances “resistance movements” openly or in secret – like war
profiteer U.S. second-in-command Dick Cheney or Donald Rumsfeld, commander-in-chief of
the U.S. terror force, servant of “Big Oil” – in the former states of the Soviet Union and the
Middle East, to force America-friendly regime changes. Support is also flowing into regions
that are located in strategic proximity to planned pipeline routes.

Financial and logistical help is also given by the Freedom House, led by the CIA’s ex-director
James Woolsey, the United States Agency for International Development (USAID), the Open
Society Institute of George Soros, one of the richest parasites in the world, the National
Endowment for Democracy (NED) (NED) and also Tony Blair’s government.

Since the arrival of Rice, the world audience has been able to “enjoy” itself on some short-
lived,  “democratic”,  fruit  and vegetable  revolutions:  Oranges  in  the  Ukraine,  velvet  in
Georgia, tulips in Kyrgyzstan, and in spring of 2005, the Cedar revolt, unleashed after the
assassination of Lebanon’s former prime minister Rafik Hariri. This one was spear headed by
the Druze king Walid Jumblat, mass-murderer in the Lebanese civil war.

Silvia Cattori: Wasn’t Hariri about to reach the end of his mandate?

Jürgen Cain Külbel: Who cares, a figurehead of public and political life had to be slaughtered
to attract the audience, to stir up the rage of the Lebanese soul. A dead Hariri, a massacred
Mister Lebanon who ran the State like his personal property, was made to order to unleash
the cedar revolution – a term from the neo-conservative storage room.

Silvia Cattori: Did you have any contact with the Mehlis Commission at the time of your
inquiries?

Jürgen Cain Külbel: I regarded this as nonsensical because I had a completely different lead.
Once you have forced yourself through hundreds of files, read the ten of thousands of pages
that passed through the German’s hands, (Mehlis) you have the impression that Justice
herself tears the bandage off of her eyes and wants to smash your skull with the scale. So
one doesn’t expect to achieve anything with a contact. Nevertheless, I sought to contact Mr
Mehlis  on  one  specific  point.  It  was  about  the  jammers  that  were  installed  in  Hariri’s  car
convoy and that were, according to anonymous sources, Israeli built. He referred to his
pledge of secrecy at that time and forwarded my enquiry to Brammertz. But as soon as the
German version of “The Hariri Murder Case” was on the market, he surprisingly broke his
“oath of secrecy” -whether in agreement with Brammertz or as a private person is beyond
my knowledge. He informed the Lebanese Daily Star on April 21, 2006: “The assertions
made in the book, like the one that the system of the jammers used by Hariri was from an
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Israeli company, are completely wrongly and simply ridiculous. I and some members of the
UN commission have scrutinized the matter, and the system which was used by Hariri was
imported from a Western European country.” Well, imported doesn’t at all mean produced.
That leads back to the key question that Gil Israeli, a former member of the secret service
and chief of the Israeli company that built the jammers, never answered: “Are you saying
that you cannot exclude the possibility that Hariri could have obtained a jammer, produced
by your company, through detours?” Perhaps through a European dummy firm, by which, in
“certain cases” and for “special customers”, the severe export regulations of the Israeli
Ministry of Defense can be circumvented.

Be that as it may, one day after the statement by Mr Mehlis, I asked him in writing for
clarification and precisions to resolve this discrepancy in the Arabian translation of the book.
But by this point he had already sunken back into his sleep of Sleeping Beauty. An answer
never came.

Silvia Cattori: On the whole, had there not been witnesses who withdrew their charges, Mr
Bush would have had the pretext necessary for immediately implementing his projects for
destabilizing Syria?

Jürgen  Cain  Külbel  Sure.  After  Lebanon  Bush  clearly  had  the  domino  effect  in  mind  and
thought that Syria will become easy prey as well. A suitable man, a kind of Chalabi for Syria,
was already on stand by: the US-based “Syrian Opposition Leader” Farid Ghadry. The Aleppo
born businessman and president of the Reformation Party of Syria (RPS), founded quickly
after September 11, is completely unknown to Syrians. At age eight he immigrated with his
parents to Lebanon, later to the USA, where he studied economics and marketing, worked
for the military industry and became wealthy. After September 11, 2001, he saw the time
had  come  to  help  his  far  off  homeland  “with  economic  and  political  reforms  in  order  to
obtain democracy, prosperity and freedom”. That is why he joined the US-Committee on the
Present Danger, with members like Newt Gingrich and the former CIA boss James Woolsey.
Under  the  influence  of  the  events  in  Lebanon,  Ghadry  wrote  in  a  newspaper  article  in
February 2005, “Democracy (in Syria) will remain an illusionary dream as long as the USA
government is unwilling to publicly support and decently finance the reforms. A White House
meeting with a democratic Syrian leader could send a clear message towards Damascus
that changes are on their way.”

By the end of March his prayers had already been answered by Elizabeth Cheney, daughter
of  the  vice  president  and  the  person  responsible  for  Near  East  affairs  at  the  State
Department. Together with Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, she at once installed the
“Middle East Partnership initiative” (MEPI), which under the mask of “economic, political and
educational reforms” contributes monies to opposition forces in the Arabian world. In 2003
alone,  100  million  dollars  flowed.  The  36-year  old  hardliner  led  an  “unofficial”  meeting  in
Washington, where Farid Ghadry took part with his “Syrian opposition”. Ghadry’s crew, all
US-based dissidents and united back then under the umbrella organization the “Syrian
Democratic  Coalition”  (SDC),  discussed  with  officials  from  the  vice  president’s  office,  the
Pentagon  and  the  National  Security  Council,  how  the  “regime  in  Damascus  could  be
weakened” and how to “prove criminal conduct by Syrian officials”. After the talks, Ghadry,
who was pushing for the US president to lean on Damascus personally, summed it up by
saying that the call for democracy in Syria “is being taken very seriously at the highest level
of the Bush administration”. He was going to “work closely with the US administration and
the EU” from his end so that “Syria’s oppressive Baath-regime” could be toppled. However,
Ghadry, who was closely cooperating with Abdelnour, disappeared from the scene after he
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lied  to  the European Parliament  and was dispossessed by his  own party  for  “dubious
conduct”.

Everybody thought he was out of business, but then he popped up again. Between June 16
and 18, 2006, the Beaver Creek (Colorado) World Forum of the neo-conservative American
Enterprise Institute (AEI) took place. As is commonly known, this was supposedly where the
American-Israeli air strike on Iran was planned. Moreover, Cheney gave the green light to
Israel’s former Prime Minister, Benjamin Netanyahu, who was present there, for the latest
war of aggression against Lebanon. Included among the 64 members of the AEI conference
were Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld and other members of the Bush administration. And at
this conference Cheney also met with Farid Ghadry. That’s certainly not a good sign.

Silvia Cattori: What role did Saad Hariri, Rafik’s son, play in the development of that inquiry?
Was he not on the side of those Lebanese who forced members of the secret services to
charge Syria?

Jürgen Cain Külbel: Let me just say this: Suleiman Franjieh, boss of the Lebanese Marada
party, explained during an interview on television at the beginning of July 2006 that, when
he was Secretary of the Interior, pressure had been exerted on him to say that the bomb
which killed Hariri had been placed underground so that Hariri’s family could collect the
insurance money. Hariri junior sued Franjieh for slander.

Silvia Cattori: What about the position of the socialist Mr Walid Jumblat and of Mr Marwan
Hamadeh?

Jürgen Cain Külbel: I don’t want to talk about Jumblat, I am not a psychiatrist. Whether or
not Hamadeh has thought about the possibility that he could have been a kind of test
balloon for the Hariri murder? He wasn’t a suitable victim to provoke the kind of public
dissent that one can then channel in a certain direction. But at least for Tel Aviv he was as
an expendable living person. As Immigration Minister he once declared – when Elie Hobeika
was the victim of a car bomb: “It is clear that Israel does not want to have witnesses during
the historic trial in Belgium where Ariel Sharon will surely be sentenced for the massacres in
the Palestine refugee camps in Sabra and Chatila. We already suffered under the crimes of
Sharon in Beirut, and Palestine goes through the same today at his hand.” Strong words
towards Israel. Hamadeh also felt victim to a car bomb in Beirut on October 1, 2004. He
survived, but his driver died.

Silvia Cattori: What about the generals who have been arrested as a result of the Mr Mehlis
inquiry?

Jürgen Cain Külbel: Where are the human right organizations? Mr Brammertz drops from his
report Mehlis’ summary that Hariri’s killing couldn’t have happened without the knowledge
of high-profile Syrian and Lebanese secret service agents. While Mehlis was pulling “proofs”
out of his hat, Brammertz displays an unusual “secretive” style and sells as new what we
already  know.  He  talks  about  a  “highly  complex  terrorist  action”  and  says  that  the
participants  acted “very professionally”,  and that  the crime was “planned with a  high
probability of success and was executed with a high level of individual and collective self-
discipline”. “At least some of the participants must have had experience in such terrorist
acts.”

Jumblat reassured us that everything was as usual: “Brammertz follows the work of Mehlis.
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The fact that the report (…) sees a connection between all the explosions which took place
before and after the murder of Hariri is a clear accusation against the Syrian regime (…)
that ruled Lebanon at the time of Hariri’s murder”, a “silent condemnation of the Syrian
regime” so to speak, because – according to Jumblat – “Brammertz is handling things very
professionally”. The future will show what’s being cooked up behind the scenes. Anyway,
Brammertz  didn’t  have  any  objections  to  the  further  detention  of  the  four  high-profile
Lebanese security chiefs, taken into custody in the summer of last year on the suggestion of
Mehlis,  even  though  the  evidential  case  against  the  gentlemen  totally  fell  apart  in
December. On the contrary, Lebanon is preparing for a tribunal together with the UN. It is
naïve to think that Brammertz could steer a course on his own or even a “Syria friendly”
one. The European “service axis” alone instructs against it: Carla del Ponte, chief prosecutor
against Milosevic, in the spring of 2005 suggested her brother of Hearts, Detlev Mehlis, for
the position of chief investigator. He in turn recommends in December 2005 his friend Serge
Brammertz as his successor. I mean, one doesn’t bite the hand that feeds you! It stills
remains questionable if Syrian representative Mohammad Habash, who rejoiced that the
Brammertz report “is bad news for the enemies of Syria”, will be proved correct. The hyenas
have grabbed onto Bush’s perpetrator of choice, and they will not let go. Naji Boustani, one
of the defense lawyers, said to me: “For months, every 10 days, I have been punctually
addressing the examining magistrate, who followed Mehlis’ recommendation to lock up the
four. He does not react. Our legal system does not provide for opposing any orders given by
the examining magistrate. Mehlis knew that too. Once locked up, you stay locked up as long
as it pleases the examining magistrate.”

Silvia Cattori: In your opinion, what did the suicide of the Syrian interior minister mean?

Jürgen Cain Külbel: Apparently blackmail. The USA had frozen Ghazi Kanaan’s accounts in
the summer of 2005. They croaked that he was involved in illegal business in Lebanon.
Kanaan  once  had  close  ties  to  Hariri,  even  financial.  Not  only  had  the  Lebanese  media
increased the psychological pressure on him after the venture of the Americans, he was
considered as a “corrupt drug lord”. Then there was the talk about Mehlis questioning him.
Let’s put it this way: Someone shows up, drops documents on the table without saying a
word that indicate that you repeatedly took money from the victim, and then disappears for
the time being. I  don’t want to say more; rather let speak Walid Jumblat, that political
chameleon of Lebanon, when he for once forgot to lie as he breathes: “If his pride would
have suffered,  due to  the  expectation  of  the  UN report  regarding the Hariri  assassination,
then that [the suicide] would have been a brave act of a brave man.”

Silvia Cattori: Mr Mehlis was quickly accused of having no professional ability to conduct
such a sensitive investigation and of having relied on corrupt Lebanese politicians and on
Israeli sources. Do you confirm that?

Jürgen Cain Külbel: Some in Germany, who pretend to know Mr Mehlis or his methods of
work, claim that he is technically incompetent, and, let’s say it in jargon, dimwitted. This
was also the international opinion in December 2005. I don’t have that impression. Rather
Mr Mehlis has, using the analogy of a criminal that develops his signature as to how commit
the crime, developed his own prosecutorial style which runs provably through his practice
like a red thread. That this style is not in sync with our ideas of righteousness and morals is
a  different  story.  I  always  compare  this  with  a  highly  specialized  top-class  athlete.  The
“specialist” Mr Mehlis has apparently such performance features or “qualities” that permit
others to describe to him a perpetrator of their choice whom he is then able to fabricate.
This answers the second part of your question, as he is clearly forced to utilize such corrupt
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elements as you are referring to.

But let me make one remark about Israel: Ibrahim Gambari, Under Secretary General for
Political Affairs at the UN, actually said at the end of August 2005 that Mr Mehlis had created
“a good working relationship with Israel and Jordan”, not, however, with Syria. A real joke,
given all those Mossad networks exposed this year in Lebanon, which for years had spread
car bombings, murder, and terror. But nobody at the United Nations cares about this in the
context of the Hariri matter. One has to ask oneself: what is this lot with headquarters in
New York good for, anyway?

Silvia  Cattori:  From that,  can  we draw the  conclusion  that  the  commission  of  inquiry
entrusted to Mr Mehlis was nothing but a tool in the hands of the neocons who wanted the
assassination to be attributed to Syria?

Jürgen Cain Külbel:  Of  course!  Let’s  take for  example Serge Brammertz,  John Bolton’s
shyster lawyer. Even if the Belgian has so far avoided blaming Damascus for the murder, as
those in Washington would like to have it, and has stressed that “the future cooperation of
the Syrians is decisive for the examination”, the notoriously loutish Bolton was forced to
translate this as follows: “Brammertz has made it clear, albeit diplomatically, that Syria still
isn’t cooperating fully.” Which means one needs to “increase the pressure on the Syrians”,
possibly through a “new resolution of the UN security council”.

At first glace it seems as if the Belgian is ironing out the sloppiness and manipulations that
Mehlis left behind. Fifteen months after the assassination, he now thinks Hariri was killed by
an underground and an aboveground explosion. That’s what witnesses say already. Mr
Mehlis  refused  it  because  it  didn’t  fit  in  his  conspiracy  fabrication  against  the  Syrians.  He
favored the aboveground bomb blast caused by a Mitsubishi Cancer loaded with 1000 kg of
explosive. He attributed this to the Syrians, conjured various spirits out of the bottle, which
he called witnesses, among them. Brammertz does not mention those “witnesses” anymore,
obviously because they made their “testimony” under threat of torture or after bribery and
have already taken them back. But he doesn’t remove the amateurish material  of  the
German investigator because, due to suspect testimony, there are still the aforementioned
four  Lebanese  ex-security  officers  in  solitary  confinement  whom  Mr  Mehlis  had  attributed
with the deed of collaboration with Syrian secret services.

These four men have a hard life because Bolton knows that “independent of the apparent
differences, Brammertz is basing his investigation on the conclusions of his predecessor. It is
clear; he will go in the same direction.” Brammertz wants to lead the tribunal in Cyprus in
2007 himself; the evaluation of the “statements” of those “crown witnesses”, which Mr
Mehlis created, is then incumbent upon him and his judges. The German did the dirty work
with much noise and press, which got him, besides snide remarks, the German Medal of
Honor as well, and he then slipped dutifully away as the “bad cop” so that friend Brammertz
could slip into the role of the good one: A playing of roles worthy of a dime novel and
suitable for the neocons.

Silvia  Cattori:  Did  Mr  Mehlis  used to  work,  as  it  was said,  in  research centers  of  the
intelligence services in the United States?

Jürgen Cain Külbel: During the “La Belle” case, he was over there in 1996 to get something.
Or on ski trips with members of the CIA, high up in Aspen, Colorado? Mehlis is obviously the
tool of the secret services. Without them he might not or he could not botch up within these
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sensitive areas of dirty policy. That is as safe as the Amen in the church. Do you believe the
great powers are so foolish as to waste their time with “honest” examiners, driven by a
naive urge for the truth?

Back to his connections to Israeli Secret service: Mehlis started his “work” with UNIIIC (the
Hariri commission) in May 2005. A few weeks later, on 20 July, the French newspaper Le
Figaro asked him: “Why have you asked for assistance from Israel and Jordan?” Mehlis
answered:  “It  is  known  that  the  Israelis  possess  good  security  equipment,  especially
technological. We have asked them to give us data related to the assassination. They gave
us good information.”

Later, in his first report on October 19, 2005, he said in the preface, paragraph 19: “… it is
to be regretted that no Member State did relay such useful information to the Commission”.
Mehlis does not tell the truth. Even the Israeli press wrote that Israeli intelligence agents
had met with his team in Europe.

Of course, none of them considers the idea of examining whether or not Mossad could be
the  wirepuller  behind  Hariri’s  murder.  It  doesn’t  belong  to  the  order  placed  by  their
employers.  They  have  to  fulfil  only  the  one  demand:  send  Syria  to  the  pillory.  They  are
classical robots, who themselves create the civil system: one adapted, to get ahead, to
down-and-dirty minds behind their clean masks, bitches of the system, which, as I always
like to say, can be made amenable to all kinds of obscenities. Heinrich Mann, a German
writer and the brother of the famous Thomas Mann, had already described this type of
human in 1914 and inexorably in his successful novel The Subject. Today his statements no
longer apply only to Germans.

Silvia Cattori: In your opinion, is Mr Serge Brammertz better?

Jürgen  Cain  Külbel:  Brammertz  has  obviously  bluffed  the  world  public  with  his  first  and
second “technical reports”. It is said that in the last weeks he has “reheated” one of Mehlis’
“chief witnesses”: Mohammad Zuheir Siddiq.

Siddiq told Al Arabiyya on Saturday, September 9, 2006 that the “Syrian President Bashar
Assad and his Lebanese counterpart Emile Lahoud gave orders to eliminate former Premier
Rafik Hariri” and added that the “assassins are currently in prison and the rest are in Syria.”
He means the four Lebanese former security chiefs who have been detained for more than
one year on the basis of his “declaration” and on the recommendation of Mehlis. They are
the former head of the General Security, Brigadier General Jamil Sayyed; the former head of
the Army Intelligence, General Raymond Azar; the former head of the Presidential Guards,
Brigadier Mustafa Hamdan; and the former head of the General Internal Security Forces, Ali
Hajj. But the German political news-magazine Der Spiegel had already revealed on October
22, 2005 that Siddiq was a dubious person with a criminal record as a convicted felon and
swindler.  The  alleged  former  officer  of  the  Syrian  secret  services  had  in  reality  been
convicted  more  than once for  penal  offences  related  to  money subtraction.  The magazine
reported that the UN investigating Commission was well aware that it had been lied to by
Siddiq,  who  at  first  had  affirmed  that  he  had  left  Beirut  one  month  before  the  assault  on
Hariri, but then had to admit at the end of September 2005 his direct involvement in the
implementation of the crime.

Siddiq declared to Mehlis that he had put his apartment in Beirut at the disposition of the
conspirators  to  kill  Hariri,  among  them  the  imprisoned  Syrian  intelligence  officials.  About
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himself, he declared that he had gathered intelligence for the Syrian services regarding
Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon. But weeks before the Syrian government had sent
documentation about Siddiq to various Western governments, hoping that Mehlis would not
get caught in the trap of a notorious impostor.

Later  it  became  quite  evident  that  Siddiq  had  received  money  for  his  depositions,
considering that his siblings revealed that they had received a phone call from him from
Paris, late in the summer, in which Siddiq announced “I have become a millionaire”. Doubts
regarding the credibility of the man were further fuelled by the revelation that Siddiq had
been recommended to Mehlis by the long-term Syrian renegade Rifaat al-Assad, an uncle of
the Syrian President who more than once offered himself as “alternative President of Syria”.

Lebanon issued an arrest warrant against Siddiq, who was later named as a suspect by the
UN probe investigating the case, but the French authorities refused to extradite Siddiq as
capital punishment is still legal in Lebanon.

None of the four chiefs have faced formal accusations from the judiciary, and none of them
have been confronted by Siddiq, as the law requires.

On Saturday, September 9, 2006 Siddiq repeated his allegations from Paris: “I saw the car
[suspected of carrying the explosives] while it was being prepared in the Zabadani Syrian
intelligence camp in the Bekaa, and I gave the former head of the UN probe investigating
the case irrevocable pictures and documents, and I have the negatives with me, and there
are many things that will be revealed later.”

This time Siddiq said the Syrian intelligence services had tried to “lure me back to Syria by
offering large sums of money and the title of a local hero,” if he revoked the accusations he
made.  He  claimed  he  has  a  “tape  of  a  high-ranking  Syrian  officer”  who  asked  [him]  last
month to accuse some of the March 14 Forces’ leaders of prompting him to accuse Syria of
assassinating Hariri.

Normally, magistrates and prosecutors with a healthy mind know that this kind of witness
obviously has problems with his affections, and they should ask the question: Who created
this super-witness? But I’m sure that they will not ask this question and that Brammertz
loves this Siddiq.

Silvia Cattori: So isn’t it disturbing that Mr Kofi Annan appointed this kind of persons to such
a high assignment?

Jürgen Cain Külbel:  Kofi Annan is  the third black person I  do not want to cross paths with,
right after O. J. Simpson and Condoleezza Rice.

Silvia Cattori: Was it innocent that Mme Carla del Ponte, the attorney who plays the same
role as Mr Mehlis in the TPI (the tribunal that Mr Jacques Vergès considers as an illegal
institution), recommended Mr Mehlis for that inquiry?

Jürgen Cain Külbel: All of them are cut from the same cloth. Carla del Ponte or Carlita “La
pesta” recommended Mr Mehlis for the position, and Mr Mehlis afterward, as his successor,
recommended the friend Brammertz.

Silvia Cattori: Had not Mr Mehlis already created a scandal for having concluded Libya was
responsible for the bombing of the “La Belle” discotheque in Berlin in 1986, an accusation
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that allowed the United States to bomb Tripoli and Benghazi and to isolate Libya?

Jürgen Cain Külbel: Mehlis did indeed lead the “La Belle” investigation. As a side note: Oddly
enough the first thought that the Libyans could be behind this came from the target himself,
the owner of the West Berlin discotheque “La Belle”, which was mostly visited by black U.S.
soldiers, and where a young female Turk and two GI’s got ripped apart by a bomb and about
two hundred guests got injured, some of them gravely. He said on April 6th, 1986, one day
after  the  attack:  “One  hears  so  much  about  terrorist  attacks  lately  with  Ghaddafi  as  the
manipulator and I feared that one day my discotheque could possibly be the target of such
an attack.” How far this man was involved in the drug dealing trade or how much he was
tangled up in the arms dealing business, as some witnesses claimed, and therefore could
become the pinball for certain services, was never investigated.

The  whole  affair  is  full  of  malice,  trickery,  and  intrigue,  and  is  spun  from  the  thread  a
typically bourgeois civil servant needs so that he can knit together some charges for the
benefit  of  his  employers.  I  will  report  on  this  extensively  in  my  up-coming  book,  as  I
researched  the  case  and  the  files  in  great  detail.

Silvia Cattori: Radio messages sent by Mossad to frame Libya for the attack also played a
role in the “La Belle” case. How the investigator and chief prosecutor Mehlis did handled this
“game-material”, which can hardly be called evidence?

Jürgen Cain Külbel: Immediately following the attack it was certain for the US president at
the  time,  Ronald  Reagan,  that  Libyan  president  Muammar  Al  Ghaddafi  had  staged  the
attack.  A  scapegoat  radio  message  intercepted  by  the  U.S.  intelligence  agency  NSA,
allegedly from the People’s Office of Libya [the embassy] in Berlin, capital of the DDR, had
to serve as proof. It said: “At 1:30 am an operation was successfully executed, leaving no
trace, the People’s Office, Berlin”.

In the Lockerbie trial,  the former colonel of the Israeli  secret service, Victor Ostrovsky,
testified under oath that Special Forces of Mossad had installed a Trojan horse in Tripoli at
that time, a transmitter sending fake messages about the success of the Berlin bomb.
According to Ostrovsky the intercepted broadcast had been made up by Mossad.

Silvia Cattori: What do you know about these alleged radio messages?

Jürgen Cain Külbel: Well, Mr Mehlis had consulted the German Federal Intelligence Agency
(BND) in Pullach near Munich. Mr Mehlis knew about the messages and insisted on having
them as evidence. Then on October 4, 1996, a meeting took place between Mr Mehlis and
employees of the “Technical Acquisition” department of the BDN who promised to him to
look into his request. A few days later, on October 8, 1996, he received a letter from the
BND which contained the contents of the suspicious radio messages.

To be precise, it  was about five alleged telex (radio teletype) communications, supposedly
exchanged between Tripoli and the People’s Office of Libya in East Berlin in the time period
between March 25th and April 5th 1986, and the BND got this information, as the gentlemen
suggest, in the context of some foreign reconnaissance. The service explained that the
messages at that time were picked up in encoded form by some “friendly service”, with
great probability American, and were forwarded to the BND. This service wanted to remain
secret and told the BND that under those conditions of anonymity they authorized the
intercepted  reports  to  be  put  at  the  disposal  of  the  German  prosecuting  attorney’s  office
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and of the court.

Two years later on October 6, 1998, when the BND provided official testimony for the court
about the reports, it pointed out as a given that material exchanged in this way may be
subjected  to  manipulation,  although  the  BND  had  no  indication  to  that  effect  in  this
particular  case.

The German intelligence service claimed that they decoded the reports and then translated
them from the original Arabic into German. And this is where it gets hot: The German Secret
Service pointed out to the courts in writing that the original encoded version is no longer
available with the BND; the same applies for  the original  text  in Arabic.  Both are not
unusual, according to the gentlemen in Pullach, the head office of the German intelligence
service, because it is in keeping with the procedures for working with such reports, where
after the message is decoded and translated, that version supplants the “original.”

Not only are these radio messages – I don’t want them quote them one by one – the brain
child  of  Mossad,  as  Ostrovsky  testified  under  oath,  no,  quite  obviously  they  even  found  a
dubious way to enter the German courtrooms.

I mea, this is nothing but an intrigue of the cheapest type, and so transparent that people
with healthy intellects tear out their hair at such kinds of manipulations.

Silvia Cattori: For having already covered up an action of Mossad in the Berlin case, can we
draw the conclusion that Mr Mehlis was the man of Israel and of the United States?

Jürgen Cain Külbel: Because of the above, I would agree for the most part with the analysis
of the London political scientist Nafeez Mosaddeq Ahmed: “As a Berlin public prosecutor,
Mehlis inadvertently but consistently hushed up the dubious interests the U.S., Israeli and
German secret services in the terrorist attack of 1986, actively designed suspicious facts
which were selective and politically motivated against the suspects, without any objective
material body of evidence, while at the same time he ignored and protected a group of
suspects with documented connections to western secret services.”

Silvia Cattori: Mr Brammertz asked for a one-year extension of the inquiry. Does that make
sense?

Jürgen Cain Külbel: Indeed, somehow the agents of the UN Inquisition are running out of
steam,  i.e.  the  evidence  against  Damascus  and  the  four  Lebanese  former  safety  officers
taken into custody, is as solid as a sock full of holes, although for their customers, the US
administration, this seems to be good enough to keep the accusations against Syria on the
fire – at least for one more year. One suspects that Bush has plans for some more warlike
imperial projects during his second term.

Silvia Cattori: Is the “March 14 Movement” financed by the United States?

Jürgen Cain Külbel: You mean that lousy troop who stands in the service of murder-America
since the cedar revolution?

Silvia Cattori: Does it serve the objectives of Mr Ziad Abdelnour, the man Tel Aviv and
Washington are relying on to put into place a regime favorable to them? In your book you
mention Ziad K. Abdelnour, president of the United States Committee for a Free Lebanon, as
a person who plays a prominent role promoting Bush administration plans!
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Jürgen Cain Külbel: He is still one of the busiest armchair culprits, not letting any chance for
propaganda and agitation to denounce Syria and the status quo in Lebanon pass by. He got
it into his head to impose classical capitalist conditions upon Arabia. But I don’t think he will
play  any  significant  political  role  after  the  release  of  my  book.  However,  it  goes  without
saying  that  his  economic  interests  and  those  of  his  clients  will  be  satisfied  by  a  puppet
regime. After all, that is the real aim of Wall Street. An un-proselytized Arab country is
simply an economic loss for people of his ilk. For example, between June 5th and 7th, 2006
in the Madinat Jumeirah Hotel in Dubai in the United Arab Emirates, he debated on the topic
of “Venture Capital Investing” in the Arabian region. Abdelnour was talking in his capacity as
president & CEO of Blackhawk Partners, LLC, USA in front of some heavyweight buddies
from big corporate groups and banks from Europe, the USA and the Near and Middle East,
as well as in front of representatives of the International Monetary Fond.

Silvia Cattori: Did the destabilization of Lebanon favor the candidates financed by Israel and
the United States, like Mr Nagi N. Najjar, a kind of Mr Chalabi Jr?

Jürgen Cain Külbel: No self-respecting Lebanese would put up with this longtime Israeli
collaborator Najjar, even as a shoe salesman. This type of immoral person, the servant of
two masters, only exists in the gray area between politics and the secret services; that is
where they play their game – bringing themselves in – as aforementioned collaborators and
string-pullers.  The  role  of  these  “strategists”  requires  some  more  comprehensive
investigation than I have done so far. At the end of February, Etienne Sakr, leader of the
Guardians of the Cedars, a civil  war militia organized on a fascist model,  assembled a
delegation of  “Lebanese dissidents in exile” and members of  the British parliament to
discuss the “situation” in Lebanon and Syria. Najjar was, of course, one of the party. The
exiles, who are under threat of prosecution in Lebanon because they collaborated with Israel
during the civil war, called for the right to return and to take part in the political process in
order to declare war on Islamic fundamentalism. Moreover, they criticized Beirut for not
disarming Hizbullah.  Sakr,  sentenced to death in Lebanon, demanded that London and
Washington should increase pressure on the government in Damascus, which is a trouble
spot  in  the  region because of  its  “support”  of  terror  and Hizbullah.  At  the  Officers  Club in
London both sides agreed to keep an eye on the matter and to coordinate with the French.

At  almost  the  same  time,  on  March  17th,  as  chance  would  have  it,  fourteen  Syrian
politicians in exile also met in Brussels and explained that “Syria also needs to be liberated
from the autocratic  regime that has weakened the country.”  The opposition groups of
Liberals, Communists, Kurds, and the Muslim Brotherhood plan, through a regime change, to
disable the constitution, install a provisional government, organize elections, and then lift
the crisis.

“One of our greatest challenges is to tear down the wall of the fear”, said Najib Ghadbian of
the Syrian National  Council,  an umbrella organization of  opposition groups in the USA.
Moreover, Ghadbian, professor at the University of Arkansas, is a leading member of the
Washington Center for the Study of Islam & Democracy (CSID), a dissident organization that
cooperates closely with Cheney and Rice’s USAID. They are cooking up the “New Middle
East” of the kind worshipped by tough-as-nails Rice.

Silvia Cattori: Does the arrest, in June 2006, of people belonging to a Mossad network in
South Lebanon have any link with the Hariri case?

Jürgen Cain Külbel: On June 26th, I sent an open letter to Kofi Annan and Serge Brammertz,
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which also got published in certain Arabian dailies. In it I invited them not to waste any time
to expand the investigation of the Hariri murder case in the direction of other suspects,
including “Israel  and Mossad” and their  collaborators.  Because such crimes by Mossad
abroad, as in the recent case of Majzoub, are done exclusively with the authorization of the
Israeli prime minister, I suggested to Annan to authorize the UNIIIC immediately, and if
necessary by resolution of the UN security council, to interrogate the people responsible
within the Israeli government, starting with prime minister Ehud Olmert and Mossad boss
Meir Dagan. Because, as the investigations of the Lebanese army demonstrated, Israel
possesses a vast experience and sophisticated know-how in the criminal  and cowardly
technique of  car  bombings.  Moreover,  under  Serge Brammertz  supported by his  hard-
working investigators, the UNIIIC has the unique chance to penetrate a terror structure
operating logistically and technically on the highest levels, and thus has the possibility – if
only to get a better understanding or for comparison purposes – of getting an answer for the
many open questions raised by the investigation; including with what high tech means the
attack on Hariri was undertaken.

Silvia Cattori: All impartial analysts agree that France is responsible for the disaster Lebanon
is  undergoing  through  her  support  for  resolution  1559,  beginning  in  2004.  Do  you
understand why France moved to a position that could only jeopardize her in the eyes of the
Arab world?

Jürgen Cain Külbel: Of course France belongs to the main culprits of the catastrophe that has
struck Lebanon since the murder of Hariri.  Jacques Chirac isn’t just a hanger-on to the
wheeling’s and dealings of the U.S. in the Levant, he has even tried actively to convince
Bush to give today’s France a free hand in the areas of former French colonial influence. The
text of UN resolution 1559, which asked for the withdrawal of Syrian troops from Lebanon,
was designed by an adviser of the Elysée together with Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice.
Neither  UN  Secretary  General  Kofi  Annan  nor  the  French  Ministry  of  Foreign  Affairs  were
informed about it. Events afterwards indicate that Chirac, Bush and Sharon had come to an
agreement as to the distribution of roles in the conspiracy to topple Syria’s president Assad
and to wipe out the Baath party.

Silvia Cattori: Do you think that this region is in the middle of a long war? Is Israeli carrying
out this war to destroy not only Hizbullah, but also the people of these countries?

Jürgen Cain Külbel: For the time being, Israel has taken the community of nation’s hostage.
The “democratic” royal courts in Europe and elsewhere are sending 15,000 of their young
natives to the Holy Land with a “robust mandate” to provide for the safety of the Jewish
state. Of course, the taxpayers of the respective countries will pick up the bill. Therefore,
there is zero risk and no financial burden for Israel. For the corpses brought back, there are
trumpet calls  and 21 gun salutes.  The courts’  cashiers  usually  show themselves quite
generous in this department, as it doesn’t require much. However only the cuckoo from
Kentucky knows whether this “robust mandate” will lend itself for preparations of an Israeli
or American attack against Iran. It might be possible that the UN blue helmets will have to
provide rear cover for part of the Arabic East at the exact moment when the imperial and
Israel air-fighters attack Teheran. The USA has cooked the UN over the last years down to
the size of a shrunken head incapable of acting and has threatened to toast it with financial
dehydration if it doesn’t obey the emperors on the Potomac. Why shouldn’t the Americans
now fry up military forces meant for peace missions for fighting purposes and for the welfare
of the Bush and Cheney clique?
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Silvia Cattori: Mossad or the CIA must consider you an enemy and have surveillance on all
your exchanges and contacts. Aren’t you afraid that they might try to brutally silence you?

Jürgen Cain Külbel: It did cross my mind. While Mehlis was working on matters, people
regularly died as well; either by accidents or depression. It’s the subject of my next book.

Silvia Cattori Swiss journalist. This author’s articles

Translation Alexander Davidis Collaborator of Signs of the Times

Translation Ard Vangern Collaborator of Signs of the Times

Interview with Jürgen Cain Külbel conducted by Silvia Cattori for Voltairenet.
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